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In a world where content is limitless, why choose to walk behind?
Introduction
There is a never-ending supply of product information online.
From nutrition and ingredients to sustainability and health
credentials—shoppers have a dizzying array of options when
they want to find out more.
In this complex digital landscape, where product content is so
limitless, the key to success lies in providing the FMCG
shopper with an effortless online journey. One that provides
the right information at the right time and ideally all in one
place: your product pages.
Confused shoppers who can’t solve their product questions on
your site will click elsewhere. If they want to find out, for
example, if a product’s packaging is fully recyclable or if it will
help boost their immune system, YouTube videos, Amazon, or
social media will likely have the answer.
With so much competition and so much scope for providing
good information, it’s not surprising that the best-in-class
retailers are upgrading their visual content score. They know
how important it is to create a seamless and more personalised
shopper journey from first click to checkout.
With FMCG online growth supercharged by the pandemic and
continuing to outpace offline growth, effective FMCG content
has never been more important for staying ahead of the
competition.
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This report offers insights into why enriched product content is
one of the most powerful tools available for keeping and
winning market share in the FMCG online space. It looks at
how retailers and brands can use rich content to
improve shopper experience and drive sales.
It also focuses on a top U.K.’s grocery retailers’ pioneering digital
strategy to prioritise enhanced product content and increase
vital shopper loyalty and longevity. When one begins, the rest are
expected to follow.
Brands and retailers must capture shopper attention
almost immediately, above the line when possible—and certainly
by creating desire to scroll below the line. The way to
stay ahead is by offering an immersive online experience
that answers product questions without having to
click elsewhere and distract from add-to-basket sales.
Building the perfect product pages and elevating the
shopper experience with enhanced product content is crucial
if FMCG retailers are to thrive in a digital world offering limitless
content.
With content spaces in the FMCG sector now allowing
infographic content, product videos, and moving images, and
high levels of customisable below-the-fold content—here’s how
to ensure your product content stays ahead of the rest.
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What is enhanced content and why use it?
The 2022 path to purchase is complex, with shoppers
browsing across multiple devices and touch points, around
the clock, both online and offline. Digital product content is
expected at every stage of the shopper’s journey, from
search results to below-the-fold scrolling.
Shoppers demand ever more sophisticated and easily
accessible product information. If it’s not available, shoppers
won’t even see products in their search results in the first
place. Or if it’s not up to the job, they will go elsewhere to a
rival retailer or product.
Rich, or enhanced content, offers shoppers photography,
video, design layouts, and words that go beyond basic
images, description, and specifications on an e-commerce
listing page. It can include anything from downloadable
documents and 360-photography to interactive digital tours
and videos.
Whatever the type of rich content the goal is the same—to
enhance the shopper experience and give them the right
information they need at the right time so they can
confidently click and add to their online shopping cart.

Source: Label Insight and FMI: The Transparency Imperative
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92%
Of products are missing from retailer
search results

84%
Of brands fail to claim at least one of
the top three most searched attributes

75%
Of shoppers are likely to switch to a
brand that provides more product
information than what appears on the
physical label
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What is enhanced content and why use it?

Shoppers are

25%

more likely to purchase when enhanced content is present

76%

of shoppers prefer to have enhanced content available
when purchasing online

Source: NielsenIQ Brandbank
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Successful brands and retailers must offer experiences,
content, and brand interaction directly to the shopper,
wherever they might be and on whatever device. Get it
wrong, and you’ll lose market share. Get it right, and
shoppers will stay engaged, loyal, and on your site, satisfied
that you are their first and only source of information.
Supplying online shoppers with product information that is
expanded and enriched beyond basic back-of-pack data will
help shoppers resolve in one place any questions or needs
they have.
Not all shoppers buy FMCG in the same way. Some want to
compare nutritional information. Some want a recipe first
and then shop backwards from this, clicking on ingredients
in the list. Others want to study high-resolution images in
detail.
Whatever unique journey a shopper takes, providing rich
content will give them options for a bespoke experience
and better meet their needs—inspiring confidence,
keeping them on the retailer site for longer and
converting more sales.
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Product page opportunities
The FMCG shopper journey revolves around the product page. It needs to engage,
fully inform, and prompt a purchase, or at the very least, a click to find further details
such as a recipe, within the retailer site.
The best-in-class retailers are now looking at how they can provide further
information, without the need for a customer to search elsewhere and distract from
add-to-basket sales.
Brands now have an opportunity to provide shoppers with information via product
display pages that influence the items they explore and the decisions they make.
The focus areas for retailers looking to benefit from enhanced content are:

To keep shoppers on
product detail pages
for longer
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To increase the
likelihood of adding to
basket

To create a more
immersive shopping
experience online
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How

is accelerating its rich content strategy

Asda is leading the way with a digital transformation strategy for its online grocery store that prioritises rich content capability. The
retail community is watching closely.
This pioneering approach is designed to provide an enhanced, more personalised online shopping experience for Asda customers.
With shoppers wanting increasingly more content and information online, Asda have addressed this requirement, ensuring
manufacturers can provide rich content en mass to shoppers.

“We are starting to see
retailers look at Asda and
watch with interest.”

“We are now accelerating elevated product page content. We firmly believe that
investment into additional content will create the height of information to support
customer curiosity and in turn, increased conversion across brands and own label.”

Sean Roberts
Head of Retail

Rob Barlow
Senior Manager of E-commerce Merchandising
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Why and how retailers can benefit from elevating product page
content
Retaining new digital shoppers

Discoverability and a bigger digital footprint

The COVID-19 lockdown created an exponential growth in ecommerce and compressed the expected upward trajectory
of FMCG into a few months instead of the expected few years.

It’s all very well having an amazing product or retail
offering, but what if shoppers can’t find your product?
Retailers want to stand out from the competition and win
shoppers from them to increase market share. The best
way to achieve this is through influence brought by a
complex interaction between factors such as price,
promotion, availability, and, increasingly,
discoverability. Whether it’s Google, Safari on a tablet,
mobile or PC, however the shopper is searching, they must
be able to discover a product. Rich content can help a
page become the number-one hit when a shopper is
searching online for, say, gluten-free biscuits. Rich content
powers metadata which then provides more
discoverability and ultimately brings more customer
loyalty as shoppers shift from other retailers—while at the
same time retaining shoppers that have already signed up.
Rich product content has a better chance of appearing
among the top online search results, improving
discoverability.

Now, retailers are keen to retain these new digital shoppers as
they head back to bricks and mortar stores or look around at
other retailer offerings.
User experience
Asda’s digital content strategy acknowledges that in mature
markets, such as the U.K., online shoppers are increasingly
sophisticated and have high expectations from content. In a
world where excellent content is increasingly available to
shoppers from the likes of Amazon, the way we expect to
shop is changing. Grocery and FMCG retailers will need to up
their game to meet new shopper expectations or they will
head elsewhere.
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Why and how retailers can benefit from elevating
product page content
Loyalty and longevity
It can help brands and retailers connect with customers and
meet their needs more comprehensively. It’s not always about
selling products, all the time, but creating more shopper
loyalty. The aim is to provide customers with everything they
need within the retail site, so that shoppers understand they
don’t need to search elsewhere to understand more about a
product. Instead, it’s all there on Asda’s site.
Emotive information

"A by-product of providing more product information in
a digital world, is an even bigger digital footprint. More
people are likely to discover your product, which needs
to be one of your top priorities. You need to ensure you
grab the shopper's attention, your product is listed first
when it comes to search engines results, and that your
brand story resonates with shoppers."

As well as providing basic back-of-back information,
enhanced content can speak to the more emotive questions
and unmet needs shoppers might have. For example, it can
provide a concerned new parent with reassurance about the
ethics and suitability of products.
Maximising opportunity
Amplified product listings with enhanced content maximise
the chance of shoppers adding a product to their basket and
can ultimately lead to increased sales.
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Sean Roberts
Head of Retail
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Future thinking
Rich product pages on retail sites and social media
As retailers look to enhance their product content, what will this mean for their social media strategies?
With a move to make retailers’ online grocery websites a place where shoppers can find out all the
information they need, it could be that they won’t need to head to social media sites as often.
Could prioritising enhanced product content mean a shift away from social media?
Are retailers with rich content, in essence trying to take a shopper away from their Instagram or Facebook
pages, or whatever social they prefer?
Perhaps the aim moving forward should be to redirect shoppers to a retail page—not just for information but
because this is where the transaction is going to happen.
Moving forward, the impressive content we are used to seeing on social media pages could migrate to
retail pages.

© 2021 Nielsen Consumer LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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What does it mean for brands when retailers prioritise enhanced
content?
As retailers like Asda prioritise a strategy to
improve product pages and the online
shopping experience, brands will follow
suite so they can stay ahead of the
competition.
Enhanced content on product information
pages means that brands can create rich
online shopping experiences—creating a
full, dynamic view of the product and
displaying additional content aside from a
mere pack image and back-of-back
information. This, in turn, will drive traffic
and sales as well as increasing customer
satisfaction.
Rich content, such as the innovative Asda
solution, is flexible and exciting for brands. It
allows them more freedom to take
ownership of a product page that has never
happened historically.
It is likely that brands will increasingly
support a rich media strategy which, in turn,
will benefit their SEO over time.
© 2021 Nielsen Consumer LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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In more detail
Some retailers offer a basic product listing with a
simple picture of the package. On the Asda online
grocery store, the Tropicana + Vitamin Victory
drinks product page presents eye-catching colour
content grids. These grids capture attention and
allow shoppers to easily differentiate between
three different versions of the product: + vitamins, +
vitamin C, or + magnesium. It’s also immediately
obvious what these different versions offer: support
your immune system; protects your wellbeing;
helps keep you going. Clear and concise product
messaging delivers information to shoppers
quickly and efficiently. Shoppers can also zoom in
on high-resolution images that convey key product
messages that help convert sales, such as “no
added sugar.” It’s informative and it makes it easy
to see whether the product meets a shopper’s
personal needs and buy the right version of
Tropicana +.
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What does enhanced content mean for shoppers?
With endless content available, shoppers are no longer wowed by a page that merely looks sophisticated. The modern digital
shopper arrives with a specific set of needs and questions that frame their online FMCG shopping journey.
For example, they may be cost-conscious and looking for best value or seeking out products that boost health and wellbeing. Or
they may be a new parent, looking for products, advice, information, or even emotional assurance during their shopping journey.
Every shopper’s periscope view of an online aisle is individual. They will gravitate towards content that is personalised, easy
to use, and most meets their needs. Enhanced content helps improve and personalise the shopper journey and bring
experiences, content, and brand interactions straight to them.
Rich content on a product page can increase loyalty and ensure shoppers find what they need quickly and easily. This improved
experience means they have no need to research across multiple sites to gather information. Instead, they have a one-stop, allrounded shopping experience within the same retailer platform.
It can educate and motivate a shopper and make online grocery shopping as quick and easy as possible. It can showcase new
products and personalise the experience rather than moving consumers to shop from previous orders or favourites.
It can offer them recipes, complementary brands, reviews, imagery, and comparisons that mimic and enhance, as far as is digitally
possible, the real-world experience of grocery shopping.
Look to advanced e-commerce sites such as Walmart or Alibaba for a glimpse into what shoppers might expect from their FMCG
online experience in the future.

© 2021 Nielsen Consumer LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Building engaging shopper experiences
Above the fold: Core visual content
Aisle images
Attention spans are short, so first impressions count when a
shopper clicks on an online aisle. Make sure visual content
represents your product in the retailer aisle—as simple as it
sounds, a high percentage of products lack sales and
engagement with missing content. In fact, 67% of shoppers
don’t choose an item if no image is available. An online
shopper is more likely to add a product to their basket if visual
content is present in the retailer aisle.
Essential image quality
Online shoppers can’t touch, smell, or physically examine
product packaging as they would in a bricks and mortar store.
Online, the visual representation of the product must replace
this multi-sensory input. Instead, visual images and video must
do all the heavy lifting when it comes to persuading a shopper
to buy. Above the fold images become the most influential first
reference points for the online shopper and can make the
difference between browsing and buying. With so many
products for sale, making yours stand out from the digital
crowd is crucial. Use high quality images to grab a shopper’s
attention as they browse the aisle.

© 2021 Nielsen Consumer LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Building engaging shopper experiences
Above the fold: core visual content
Deep zoom

Mobile optimised imagery

Shoppers may want to examine a product in detail before they
buy—just as they would in store. Deep-zoom functionality
allows shoppers to pan around and zoom in on a highresolution image so they can get a closer look at a product. A
close-up helps the shopper feel confident they are buying the
right product and can convey important information such as
product volume or what you get inside the pack.

People are increasingly shopping online on mobile devices so
it’s crucial to make sure your products are represented with
images that are easily and comfortably viewed on a smaller
screen. Clean, consistent, and sharp images optimised for
mobile devices, can help shoppers make quick purchasing
decisions on their mobile. It also allows them to quickly see
branding, product descriptions, and information from a
smaller-sized thumbnail.

Angled images

56%

Presenting various views of the product mimics the store
experience as far as is possible online. Each retailer is different,
so brands should consider having an array of angled images to
suit multiple retailers.

of e-commerce traffic is coming from mobile
devices where shoppers are “snacking content”
—it needs to be appealing

Data panel
Some online shoppers want more product information (as
they would if they were in a store) before they decide to buy.
They may want to check if the product is dairy-free or how
much salt or fat it contains, for example. Retailers can achieve
this with a captured data panel within the image carousel.

Source: NielsenIQ
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Lifestyle
Lifestyle content offers shoppers an in-situ view of the product
content. It also gives the shoppers inspiration for how a
product would look in their home. Lifestyle content works well
if it includes ingredients or items that relate to the product
itself. For example, a lifestyle shot of meat could include
vegetables, herbs, and kitchen utensils.
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Building engaging shopper experiences
Below the fold: Enhanced product content
Product video
People seek out video as a learning tool and as a way of helping them
make purchase decisions. It’s no wonder that YouTube is now one of the
most powerful search engines when people want to find information.
Videos deliver the best results from online product content. Shoppers are
95% more likely to retain a message when it is presented in a video as
opposed to conveyed in a still image. With product videos you have the
most freedom to create engaging content to promote products online.
They allow you to show shoppers the product in use, give a full product
tour, or even advertise the most important product information that
would trigger the decision to purchase.

90%

of shoppers say that product videos
are helpful in the decision process

People spend on average

2.6

times more time on pages with videos

Source: Impact BND and DigitalGYD
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Building engaging shopper experiences
Below the fold: Enhanced product content
Interactive product tours and 360° views
An interactive product tour enables shoppers to put the product within
their virtual hands. The lack of interaction with the real-life product is
one of the biggest challenges for retailers. A shopper who can touch and
feel a product, is more likely to purchase it. An interactive product tour
and 360° view of the product can help shoppers feel more connected.
It allows them to inspect information such as the top of the pack,
product description, branding, and key messages.
Products using 360° views have shown a

30%

higher conversion rate than those without
Marketing images
Brands invest heavily in marketing images designed for multiple
channels, including advertisements, PR and editorial,and social media.
Consider harnessing these as part of the online shopping journey. It
could be another opportunity to engage the shopper with a brand story
they may have already seen on other channels; an opportunity to jog
their memory and win a sale.
Source: NielsenIQ Brandbank
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Building engaging shopper experiences
Below the fold: Enhanced product content
Feature sets

Comparison tables

Including a feature set (the list of features that together make a
product) is a good opportunity to tell a story about the brand or
highlight benefits and unique selling points. It can include links,
for example to recipes, FAQs, videos or marketing images.

Help shoppers easily compare products within a
brand’s product range. This powerful content tool can
simplify the shopper journey and keep them on the page
without searching elsewhere for additional information.

© 2021 Nielsen Consumer LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Key considerations
Plan your product page

1.

2.

3.

Consider the shopper’s journey from
all aspects

Master above the fold

Activate below the fold

Consider the aisle view and product
page. Provide enough information to
persuade the shopper to click the “buy
now” button. Enriched content can
elevate product pages and convert
shoppers to loyal repeat buyers.

The content that appears at the top of
the page offers an opportunity to
create a great first impression with
shoppers. It should captivate at first
view, stand out from the competition,
engage and win conversions. It should
also compel shoppers to continue
scrolling so they can find out more.

You must continue to engage with
interaction. Content should enhance
items and brands by combining
products, banners, graphics, marketing
information, and features to create
stylistic content grids that promote
effectively. Shoppers want to look as
closely at a product as they would in
store.
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NielsenIQ Brandbank is the leading provider of digital product content solutions
enabling more than 52,000+ brands and 700+ retailers and wholesalers across the globe
in over 39 countries to deliver the best shopping experience by giving them the ability to
capture and share rich digital product content on all channels seamlessly.
NielsenIQ Brandbank’s end-to-end solutions connect shoppers to the most up to date
and relevant digital product content making consumer goods more discoverable and
engaging.
For more information please visit:
https://nielseniq.com/global/en/landing-page/brandbank/
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